Section 2 shows that HM detects all the anomalous singular homology constructed by Barratt and Milnor in [BM] . Section 3 gives a simple application to co-products and shows that we get the usual addition formula in homology for co-products without the assumption of a coidentity.
The main applications of this theory will be in a subsequent paper where the same relations are introduced into homotopy theory. The results of the present paper will show that the Hurewicz map factors through these new groups. Another application will be a nice (i.e. computable) way of relating the algebraic structure of [X, H] (H an //-space) with properties of the maps induced by elements of [X 9 H] in homology and cohomology.
1. In this section we will introduce a functor A: 2Γ-* <% where &* is the category of spaces and continuous maps and ^ is the category of chain complexes of abelian groups and chain maps. This functor will be very similar to the functor S which assigns to each space X the singular complex SX (see [G] ).
For any two complex algebras B λ and B 2 we defiine L (B l9 B 2 ) to be the group of all complex linear maps from B x and B 2 under pointwise addition. Recall that for a space X, the group S q X in the singular chain complex SX is the free abelian group on the set of all continuous maps from the ^-simplex Δ^ into the space X. Every such map induces an algebra homomorphism from C(X) to C(Δ^), where C(X) is the algebra 392 WILLIAM J. RALPH of all complex valued continuous functions on X. This suggests that we might replace the group S q X by a group generated by certain algebra homomorphisms from C(X) to C(Δ^). However, we will not take the free group on such algebra homomoφhisms but rather will use the natural group structure of L(C(X),
(1) DEFINITION. Let X be any space. For q > 0 let A q X = Z-span of { T: C(X) -> C(Δ q )\τ is an algebra homomoφhism induced by a continu-
The graded groups SX and AX are connected by the following:
(2) DEFINITION. Let p: SX -* AX be the homomoφhism of graded groups defined on S q X as the unique homomorphism from S q X to A q X such that if /e C(JQ and σ: Δ^-> 5 is a generator of S q X then p(σ)(/) =/°σ, that is, p(σ): C(X) -> C(Δ^) is the algebra homomorphism induced by σ. D
It is easily shown that AX can be made into a chain complex in a unique way by requiring that p be a chain map. Similarly we can make A into a covariant functor from 3Γ to #, in a unique way, by requiring that p be a natural transformation.
Let sέ be the category of complex algebras with identity and identity preserving algebra homomoφhisms. Let si be the category of complex algebras and algebra homomoφhisms. We can extend A, in a sense to be made clear, to functors A: j&-* # and A: s/-* # as follows:
(3) DEFINITION. Let ίei be any algebra. Then for # > 0 let i^ = Z-span of {r: 5 -> C(Δ,)|τ: 5 -> C(Δ^)|τ G^/} C L(tf,C(Δ,)) and for ^ < 0 let ^5 = 0. D
We make a similar definition for A q B and B £i. The graded groupŝ 45 and ^45 can be made into chain complexes by defining a boundary operator as follows. We define 9(τ) = ρ(did q )° T, where id^: Δ^ -> Δ^ is the identity map considered as an element of S^Δ^). With this definition we obtain functors A: J/-» V and A: jtf-^> Φ. We now make clear the sense in which A is an extension of A.
(4) PROPOSITION Proof. This follows immediately from the well known fact that any algebra homomorphism from C(X) to C(7), where X and Y are compact Hausdorff, is induced by a continuous map from Y to X. D Now let 38 be the category of commutative Banach algebras with identity and G: 38 -> &" the Gelfand factor. The previous proposition suggests the following:
(5) THEOREM (see [R] ). There exists a natural chain isomorphism from toA°G\g S .
•
We can also show (6) PROPOSITION (see [R] There is a short exact sequence 0 -> MX -> SX -» AX -* 0 of chain complexes for any space X. We turn now to the characterization of elements in MX. It can be shown that p is injective when restricted to the subgroup of S^X generated by simplicial maps. This suggests a result we will shortly prove, namely that for a simplicial complex X, H*MX = 0 and hence Corollary (10) suggests the analogues of the complexes MX and AX when coefficients are taken in some group G.
(11) DEFINITION: (X\G) . Π
Note that M q (X\Z) = M q {X) and A q (X\Z) = A q (X).
We will let M{ \G) and A( \G) denote the obvious functors from ZΓ to (W,Z\G) . D This theorem is proved in singular homology by defining an operator P called the prism operator (see [G] ). The proof of Theorem (12) proceeds identically once we have shown that the prism operator on SX ® G can be suitably restricted to M(X\G). This is contained in the following which uses nothing more than the naturality of P.
(13) LEMMA. Let P be the prism operator on SX ® G. Then
Proof. Let id^ e S q (Δ q ) be the identity map. Suppose P(id^) = ΣjcjWjδj where w, e Z and β,. e S, + 1 (Δ, X /). Let Σj&σ, e M^(X\G). 
Excision). Let (X, Y) be any metric pair. If U is any open subset of X such that U c int Y, then the excision map J: (X -U, Y -U) -* (X, Y) induces isomorphisms HM(J\G): HM(X-U,Y-U\G) -> HM(X,Y\G) and HA(J\G): HA(X-U,Y-U\G) -> HA(X,Y\G). D
We will first prove excision for HM. Excision for HA will then follow from the five lemma. In outline the proof of excision for HM is the same as that for singular homology (see [G] ). The only substantial difference lies in the proof of Lemma (16), which requires a new idea.
The subdivision operator Sd:
® G can be suitably restricted to M q (X\G) with their usual properties. The proof of this is the same as that for the prism operator and uses nothing more than the naturality of Sd and T.
(15) LEMMA. Let X be any space with Y c X. If z e M q (X\G) and dz e M q _ λ {Y\G\ then, for all n, z -Sd"z e dM q+ι (X\G) + M q (Y\G).
Proof. Identical to (15.14) of [G] . D Let MK e X be the union of the images of all the σ,. W is compact since it is the finite union of compact sets. Now apply the Lebesgue covering lemma to the space W and the open cover Ψ* of W defined by Ϋ~= {U Π W\U G °U). This yields an ε > 0 such that if Z c W with diam(Z) < ε then there isaKef with ZcK.By (15.13) of [G] we may choose r so that each of the maps σ ° δ ° ° δ y is such that diam(imσ 7 ° δ^ ° ° δ jr ) < ε/n. This r will be fixed for the remainder of the proof.
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For any integers 1 < j l9 ..., j r < m, the set ° 8j G M^( Jf|G). Since C is connected and diam(imσ / ° δ ° ° δj) < ε/n 9 it follows from the triangle inequality that diam(C) < card(;4) ε/n < n ε/n = ε. By our choice of ε there must be Fef with CcF. But V is of the form U Γλ W ίoτ some ί/ G Φ and hence there is t/ G °lί with C c U. Therefore for some U e <% we see that Sd r z = Σ L z ι and £/ 7 G Φ. π
With Lemma (16) in hand the proof of Theorem (14) for HM follows identically to that given in [G] . Excision for HA now follows from excision for HM and HS and the five lemma applied to the diagram of long exact sequences obtained from the diagram 
-» M(X-U, Y-U\G) -» S(X-U, Y-U\G) -* A(X -U, Y -U\G)
-* 0 i I I 0 -> M(X,Y\G) -> S(X,Y\G) - A(X,Y\G) -> 0
// (X, Y) is any pair of spaces homotopy equivalent to a pair of simplicial complexes {not necessarily finite), then HM(X, Y\G) = 0 andHA(X, Y\G) = HS(X, Y\G) (naturally).
Proof. 1/Af(point|G) = 0. Therefore by the uniqueness theorem HM vanishes on finite simplicial complexes. It is easily checked that HM is a homology theory with "compact carriers" (see 4.8.11 of [S] ) and hence the first result follows. The second result is immediate from the long exact sequence relating HM, HS and HA. D
Cohomology.
Using results of Bergman [B] it is easy to move that A( X) is a free abelian group. In [R] we give a long and tortuous proof that
A(X)/A(Y)
is free abelian for Y an open subset of a metric space X. This is enough to prove the analogue of Theorem (18) in cohomology for G = Z. We mention in passing the following interesting connection with the first Cech cohomology group H λ (X\ Z).
(19) THEOREM (see [R] ).
If X is a locally path connected metric space then there is a natural isomorphism η: H ι (X) -> H ι A(X).
2. In this section we will show that H*M is non-trivial on the following spaces:
(20) DEFINITION. Let X (r) be a countable union of r spheres having a single point in common and a metric topology in which the diameter of the spheres tends to zero with increasing index. D Our proof that H*M(X (r) ) Φ 0 will be based on a result of Barratt and Milnor, namely , that the singular homology of X {r) (for r > 2) is anomalous in the sense that H q S(X (r) ) Φ 0 for arbitrarily large q. We will see that there is a one-one correspondence between the elements they construct and certain elements of H*M (X {r) (r) ; Q). The non-trivial elements they construct, are images under ω Q of elements in π q (X (r y) built up from Whitehead products. The application of (10) requires that we have descriptions of maps at the point set level. For this reason, in the following definition of Whitehead products and other subsequent definitions, we will be careful to make all choices of representatives explicit.
(22) DEFINITION (Whitehead Product) . Let Γ be the oriented w-cube. Let a G π m+1 (X, *) and β e π n+1 ( X, *) Denote by {/,g} the composition e(/,g)oλ. This is the representative of an element in π m+n+1 ( X, *) which is called the Whitehead product of a and β and denoted [α, β] or [{/, g}] when we wish to make the choice of representative explicit. D Basic properties of the Whitehead product can be found in [W] . The next two definitions are in preparation for the description of the elements constructed by Barratt and Milnor. (24) DEFINITION 
I v~ι v
Note that part of this definition is that the A y must be such that h is continuous. We will denote h by Σ^= 1 hj. D (26) DEFINITION. We will say that [h] e π q (X, *) is an infinite sum of Whitehead products if h = Σ^°= 1 {./), g,}, where /^ and g y are representatives of elements in <π m +1 (X, *) and TΓ^ +1 (-X r , *), respectively, with ra y + Πj + 1 = q. We will denote an infinite sum of Whitehead products by [Σ^ifpgj}}-π (27) PROPOSITION. Λ// O/ the elements of H q S(X (r)9 *), with q = mod(r -1), q > r, r > 1, constructed in [BM] , are o/ ί/ze /orra We will require a point set description of the Hurewicz map. The elements in the next lemma will be used to construct non-trivial elements in H*M(X {r) ).
Proof, (i) obvious (ii) We will show that [Σ^ηί/,), g 7 }] = 0, the proof for the other term being identical. Since image η(fj) = *, we can regard [{η(fj) 9 g 7 }] as an element of ^(imageg,, *) by (23). [{ij(/^), g 7 }] = 0 in τr^(imageg 7 , *) (since the Whitehead product of anything with the trivial element is zero) and hence there is a homotopy Hy. I X (I q ,dl q ) -» (imageg j9 *) from {τj(/), g } to the constant map. Since the image of Hj is contained in the image of g j9 these homotopies can be glued together in the obvious way to form a homotopy from ΣJ =Ϊ {*»?(/), g 7 } to the trivial map.
• (32) 
Proof. Using Lemma (31) and (29) Note that (33) will hold even if q is even since the C q terms will all cancel out (see (28)). We will complete the proof of the proposition by using the criterion given in (10) to show that ψ e M q {X).
Let u e Δ Λ . Then 
There are two cases to consider. If (x, y) e I m * +1 x θ/"* +1 then by (23) we have:
Similarly if (x,^) e 9/ m * +1 X 7" t+1 we have:
(0 e(f k ,g k )(x,y) = g k (y) (ii) )U»^) 5= * ( iv ) e(η(f k ),η(g k ))(x,y) = *.
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If we let v t be the set of coefficients of the four terms in (33) we see that Σ i(^uz) v i = 0 for any z e X. Since u was arbitrary, we conclude, by (10), that ψeM q (X) . Π (38) THEOREM. H q M(X (r) ,Q) and H q M(X {r) ) are uncountable groups forq=l mod(r -1), q > r, r > 1.
Proof. Suppose q = l mod(r -1), q > r, r > 1. Then, by (27) , there are an uncountable number of elements in H q S(X^r ) ,Q) of the form ωgflΣyLxί/)-, g y }]), where we recall that ω Q is the composition of the Hurewicz map ω: π q (X {r) ,*) -> H q S(X (r) ) with the map H q S(X (r) (x θ9 x o ) ). In particular we are not assuming x 0 is a co-identity for φ. For any space (F, j 0 ) we can then use φ to obtain a binary operation on [(X,x o ) 9 (Y 9 y 0 )] in the obvious way. We will denote the constant map X -* y Q by j 0 .
(39) LEMMA. 2>/ (JΓ, x 0 ) ^«<i (F, y 0 ) be any spaces and φ a co-product on X. Let μ be the binary product induced on [(X, x o 
Proof. Let σ: Δ^ -> X be any simplex. We will show (41) 
If we let {ϋj) be the coefficients of the four terms in (41) then we see by (42)- (49) -[p (S q {μ{y ϋ ,g)){c))\ +[ P (S q (μ(y o ,y o ) )(c))} =0 by (40).
Therefore (i) of (50) It can be shown that for each of the elements constructed in [BM] there is a canoniclal way of constructing a space X and a co-product φ providing a counterexample to Corollary (52) when X is not a simplicial complex.
